Abstract: We prove that the transfer operator for a general class of rational maps converges exponentially fast in the supremum norm and in H older norms for small enough H older exponents to its principal eigendirection.
Introduction
Let T : C ! C be a rational map of degree d 2, and denote by J its Julia set. If f : J ! R is a continuous function, then we would like to consider the action of the associated transfer operator L f . It is well known that for real f the operator L f has a largest simple eigenvalue whose associated eigenfunction and eigenfunctional de ne an invariant measure on J which is conformal with respect to P(f) ? f, where P(f) is the pressure of f. If the function f is H older continuous and satis es the condition P(f) ?f > 0, then it was shown 1] that is in 'fact the equilibrium state for f, that is it realises the maximum in the variational principle P(f) = sup (h( ) + (f)); where the supremum is over all T-invariant probability measures on J, and h( ) denotes the metric entropy of . where are functions on J and x 2 J. In order to use the euclidean metric on C (rather than the spherical metric on C) let us assume that 1 6 2 J, and denote by C (J); > 0, the H older continuous functions on J with H older exponent , that is, if f 2 C (J) then there exists a smallest constant jfj so that jf(x) ? f(y)j jfj jx ? yj , for all x; y 2 J. If we denote by jfj 1 the supremum norm on J, then the natural norm on C (J) is given by k k = j j +j j 1 . The main result in this paper is to show that L contracts to the eigenspace spanned by exponentially fast in the supremum norm (theorem 10) and in the H older norm for small enough H older exponents < (theorem 11). It was previously shown in 2] that the contraction is subexponential at the rate # p n for some # < 1, where n is the number of times the operator L is iterated. Clearly, in general we cannot expect the convergence to be exponential in the C -norm, since this remains the privilege of the case when the map T is (uniformly) hyperbolic in which case the operator L : C ! C has a spectral gap which is essential to e ect exponential convergence in C . Quasicompactness of the transfer operator acting on Sobolev spaces has been shown by Smirnov 6 ].
These results were made possible by many converstations I had with M. Urbanski. Work on this paper was begun while visiting the SFB 170 at the University of G ottingen.
Inverse branches
We shall need the following theorem (where jSj denotes the cardinality of the nite set S). Theorem 1 Let J not contain any critical periodic point of T and let 0 < < 1. Then there exist " > 0, 2 (0; 1), a sequence of simply connected regions n ; n 2 N, and a disjoint decomposition of the inverse branches of T n on n into two subsets S 0 n = S 0 n ( ) and S 00 n = S 00 n ( ) so that (a) jS 00 n j r ?n ; n 2 N, for some constant r. (b) j' 0 (z)j n for z 2 n and in particular diam('( n )) n ; 8' 2 S 0 n ; n 2 N. (c) dist(z; n ) C 1 e ?n" for all z 2 J; n 2 N, for some constant C 1 > 0.
The following lemma serves to obtain in lemma 3 an estimate on the boundary behaviour of the Riemann map for a polygon which then will be used to get uniform bounds on the K obe constant of polygonal regions (lemma 5). where f : D ! P is the Riemann map from the unit disc D to P. 3 Proof. Let x j 2 @D; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N; be the prevertices of the polygon P (assume 0 2 P) under the map f. We can assume that Arg(x j ) < Arg(x j+1 ) for all j = 1; : : : ; N (x N+1 = x 1 ). For every j, the map f has by the Schwarz re ection principle an analytic continuation to the slit plane C n S j , which it maps conformally to P and its re ection along the edge f(S j ) which lie in a branched cover of the complex plane, where S j @D is the arcsegment whose endpoints are the prevertices x j ; x j+1 and which does not contain any for all z; z 0 2 P n B (@P ). The estimate in the lemma now follows readily. 2 Proof of theorem 1. Denote by n the critical values of T n (critical points of the inverse maps) and let U be a topological disc in C which avoids all periodic critical points of T. We shall assume that U is a nite region. Denote by x the projection of C onto the real axis (x-axis) and by y the projection onto the imaginary axis (y-axis). Let (without counting muliplicities) fx j : j = 1; 2; : : :g be the ( nite) set x n , labelled in such a way that x 1 < x 2 <
. Put a j = x j+1 ? x j ; j = 1; 2; : : :. Let 2 (0; 1) put = ?log 1536 and choose " 2 (0; ). Put " n = e ?"n and n = e ? n . 5
Let us assume that P j a j > dn 2 " n (the points in x n are spread out). In this case we can nd a gapã > 0 so that jã?a j j > " n 8j. Since j n j dn, we can chooseã n" n . We say two points x j ; x j+1 are close if a j = x j+1 ? x J < a ? " n and are apart if a j >ã + " n . A set of points fx j : j = k; k + 1; : : : ; k + k 0 g x n (some k; k 0 ) form a cluster if a j <ã?" n for j = k; : : : ; k +k 0 ?1, and a j?s ; ak + k 0 >ã + " n .
The set x n consists of a nite number of (disjoint) clusters. In the case when P j a j dn 2 " n (the points in x n are closely packed) the entire set x n might form a single cluster. We shall now do`branch cuts' to remove all the critical values n in U by cutting out a cluster at a time.
For large enough n there exists a numberb 2 (0; 1) so that j y (z)?bj > " n for every point z 2 n . Let ? be a cluster of critical values. If y ?\(?1;b) 6 = ; then we do a rectangular cut whose short side is parallel to the x-axis at hight max z2?; y(z)<b y (z) b ? " n and whose long sides are parallel to the y-axis, extend all the way in negative y-direction to the boundary of U and are made to enclose the portion of the cluster ? which lies in the halfplane f(x; y) : y <bg. To remove the portion of the cluster ? which lies in the halfplane f(x; y) : y >bg we do a similar rectangular cut whose short side has the y-coordinate min z2?; y(z)>b y (z) b + " n and whose long sides reach in the positive y-direction to the boundary @U. Notice that the widths of these`cuts' are j n jã dn 2 " n (the absolute values denote the cardinality of the nite set).
In this way we remove every cluster of critical values and denote by U n the region U minus the rectangular cuts. It has the property that any two points z; z 0 2 U n which satisfy dist(z; @U n ); dist(z 0 ; @U n ) n can be connected by a polygonal path C with at most three straight lines parallel to the coordinate axes and which lies inside a polygonal region P U n whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axies and satis es dist(C; @P) 1 Put n = T(U n n B n (@U n )). To construct the inverse branches of T n on n we shall follow 1]. Let S n be the (univalent) inverse branches of T n on n and denote by jV j the normalised spherical measure of measurable set V C. De ne S 00 n = f' 2 S n : j'( n )j > n g and S 0 n = S n n S 00 n (for the set of`good' branches). Since the multiplicity of the family f'( n ) : ' 2 S n g is uniformly in n bounded by some number r ?] (that is for every point z 2 C there are at most r branches ' 2 S n so that z 2 '( n )), we obtain jS 00 n j r ?n . This proves part (a) of the theorem.
To estimate the diameter of the sets '( n ) for ' 2 S 0 n from their spherical measures we proceed as follows: j'( n )j j n j inf To prove the last part of the theorem, let us observe that by construction of the inverse branches dist(z; U n n B n (U n )) " n + n , which immediately leads to the estimate dist(z; n ) p 2(" n + n ) C 1 e ?"n , for some C 1 . 2
Remark. In the proof of theorem 1 we describe doing the thickened branch cuts parallel to the imaginary axis. Naturally the branch cuts can of course be done at any angle with respect to the imaginary axis. In particular, given any two points x; x 0 2 which lie outside the set B C 1 e ?"n( n ) then we can arrange the branch cuts in such a way that they avoid x; x 0 |that is we can assume that x; x 0 2 n whenever x; x 0 6 2 B C 1 e ?"n( n )
3 Main result Theorem 6 Let f 2 C satisfy P(f) > sup f, and be its equilibrium state on J. Let n be as in constructed in Theorem 1 and 2 ( ; 1), where = e sup f?P(f) . ('( n )) c 1 jS 00 ( ) n j n c 1 r ( = ) n ; where = is less than 1. This proves the theorem. 2 LetS n denote univalent extensions of the inverse branches S n to simply connected regions~ n ( n ~ n ) which are the topological disk U minus a nite number of regular branch cuts.
Lemma 7 ( 2] ) There exists a constant C 4 > 1 and 0 ; > 0, so that
for all x 2 J, ' 2S n , n 0 and
We shall need the following result which is proven in 5] and 2] and which is based on the previous lemma.
Lemma 8 ( 5] and 2] (3.1)) There exist constants C 5 and > 0 (depending on and T) so that kL n f k C 5 k k , for all n 2 N, 2 C .
8
A consequence of this result is that the eigenfunction h to the largest eigenvalue e P of the transfer operator L f : C ! C , for real f 2 C , is H older continuous with exponent which is given by lemma 8. As h is bounded away from 0 and 1, we can introduce a normalised transfer operatorL : C ! C byL = e ?P(f) L f+log h?log h T , where the H older exponent depends on and T and is given by lemma 8. The normalised transfer operator has the property that the principal eigenvalue has been rescaled to 1 with the associated eigenfunctions being the constants, that isL1 = 1.
Consider (x; x 0 ) as a function of the rst variable x 2 J where the second entry x 0 2 J is assumed to be a parameter, and let k (x 0 )k = sup x j (x; x 0 )j + sup The theorem will be proven by induction, where the induction hypothesis shall be jL k j 1 C 7 k k k ; for k = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1. We shall show that the estimate also holds for k = n. In particular we have j j j 1 C 7 n j k k for j = 0; : : : ; M. ! :
In order to estimate the second sum for a given value of j, let us consider two cases: (i) If the point x lies in J n( n?n j?1 nB C 1 e ?"(n?n j?1 ) ( n?n j?1 )) then following the remark made at the end of section 2, we can execute the branch cuts at some angle to the imaginary axis rather than parallel to it so that x and x 0 come to lie outside the cut in the region n?n j?1 . Put y = x. (ii) If on the other hand x 2 (J n n?n j?1 ) \B C 1 e ?"(n?n j?1 ) ( n?n j?1 ), then let us use the fact the Julia set is uniformly perfect 4] which means that there exists a constant c 3 which only deponds on the map T so that for every r > 0 and x 2 J the distance dist(x; J n B r (x)) is bounded by c 3 r. Since the number of critical values for T n?n j?1 is bounded by c 4 (n ? n j?1 ) (for some constant c 4 ), we can nd a point y 2 J\ n?n j?1 so that jx?yj 2c 3 c 4 (n?n j?1 )e ?"(n?n j?1 ) :
In a similar way if x 0 2 (J n n?n j?1 ) \ B C 1 e ?"(n?n j?1 ) ( n?n j?1 ), then there is a point y 0 2 J \ n?n j?1 so that jx 0 ? y 0 j 2c 3 c 4 (n ? n j?1 )e ?"(n?n j?1 ) (and otherwise we put y 0 = x 0 ). Now, sinceL n j?1 = j?1 and p > 1 was chosen so that jT 0 j m j 1 n?n j?1 jT 0 j 1 0n?n j?1 we obtain considering only the contracting branches (c 6 c 5 C 7 ):
